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Abstract
Motivating employees is the number one problem facing today's economic environment. Employees are no longer interested
to work overtime, or be punctual. The old belief was that if you pay people properly, they will be motivated. However, today
we may realize that people work only for money, but, meanwhile, they want to be satisfied with what they do. Motivation is
an important part of the management process. Managers must build a true positive incentive structure that provides each
individual that type of satisfaction that he is sensitive to. Individuals are unique and group norms differ from one organization
to another. What can motivate a group of employees, may have the opposite effect on another group.
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1. Introduction
Motivating employees is the number one problem facing today's economic environment [1]. Employees are no
longer interested to work overtime, or be punctual. The old belief was that if you pay people properly, they will
be motivated. However, today was realized that people work only for money, but they want to be satisfied with
what they do. Motivation is an important part of the management process. Managers must build a true positive
incentive structure that provides each individual that type of satisfaction that is sensitive [2]. Individuals are
unique and group norms differ from one organization to another. What can motivate a group of employees, may
have the opposite effect on another group.
A manager's work is the one of doing some things through the employees. For doing such things, the manager
should be able to motivate the employees [3]. But this thing is rather easy to say than being done, especially
when it comes about the journalism institution which are a special type and which have a special kind of
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employees, who have different and strong personalities and made by measure vanities. The practice and the
theory of the motivation are difficult subjects, and which may arise other disciplines.
The motivation is not clearly understood, and very often is wrongly applied. For understanding motivation,
you have to understand yourself human nature, and here the troubles come along! Human nature can be so
simple, but meanwhile complex also. Understanding and appreciation of this fact is an essential condition for a
working motivation of the journalists. There is an old saying which says that you can bring a horse to water, but
you can't make him drink if he's not thirsty, same thing with the journalists. They will write what they want to, or
what they are motivated to write.
1.1. What practice says
Mass-media people are born with auto-motivation? Yes and no. It's true that ones think that if you are not
born a journalist, you will never become one, but some things change in time! Motivation is an ability that can
and must be learned. This thing is essential for surviving and success of an affair.
Money is for certain a relevant factor for the mass-media employees, and even the major one. The success
of some magazines, radio and TV stations is from a little point of view a result of incentives. The incentives
improve the productivity, what become perceptible, and one part of the profit should be redistributed toward the
labor force responsible for its production.
Some basic criteria are essential for the rewards to be efficient: the reward should be done fast, must be
distinctly and straight related to the performance, must be irrevocable, must be compatible to the work place,
must be substantial [4]. The rewards also must be known, intelligible, and possible to reach. If the reward plan is
seen like being not fair or unreal, for example promotion got by age or favoritism, it can have a negative
motivational effect. In order to vindicate the editors, the reward needs to be and to vary depending upon
performance. The concept is simple, but its implementation is not easy to be achieved [5].
After the 1989 revolution, Romanian journalists found themselves surrounded by a freedom they weren’t
sure what to do with. It is true that they had to continue their activity in a fragile society, in which, in 1990, the
media replaced different structures that were missing from the Romanian society: it replaced power, opposition
and was a substitute for a weak and inefficient justice.
Regardless of the part the media played in our society, in 1990, Romanians proved to be greedy in what
concerned the post-December literature. It was a period in which the consumer would read a few cultural
magazines; some of them would even collect them frantically. Computerized framing, the transformation of the
page in a small screen and, first of all, the diversity charmed the reader and was totally different from the
communist propaganda.
It’s true that people aren’t afraid of sharing their opinions regarding some problems they know little
about. This applies also to the post December cultural media which was searching for a new direction. A pluralist
media was born and every person acted according to their conscience. It’s true that the multitude of messages
didn’t imply better information, but this was a positive thing because Romanians were, finally, after many years
of restriction, able to choose what to read. In comparison with what happened before 1989 this was a huge step
for the Romanian people.
2. Motivation. Rewards. Performance
The performances are appreciated related to capacity and motivation: professional performance =
(capacity) + (motivation) [6]. Besides, capacity depends on education (journalism courses or not), experience
(any news writing exercise is one step forward) and practice (journalism is like a microbe which runs through
your veins and can't be cured).
On the other hand, motivation can fastlly be bettered. There are many possibilities, and a manager who
leads a journalism institution must firstly know where to begin. Mainly there are seven motivation strategies,
which may successfully be applicated on journalists: positive consolidation; discipline and effective punishments
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if important subjects are missing and can be found in rivalry; well-balanced treatment to all the editors, no matter
their age and experience, as the new employees not to be cast out; the aim's establishment about team-work, the
reorganization of the workplaces, as there can appear new opportunities, professional performance rewards, for
exclusivist articles, which rise the organization’s prestige or for a good article's research, which implied hard
efforts.
There must not be forgotten: promotion; the workplace's type (a television or a periodical for which they
must be proud to work); payment; benefits (it's about the journalist's prestige that a journalist has in community,
furthermore when the community is small) and working conditions (editors want good equipment, cars by which
they can go to the place the event takes place and a facilities series about transport discount, of the expenses
taken while a research and support, including the financial one, in trials' cases).
Money is important for journalists. There's no doubt that motivation is essential for a good performance,
but there is not one single answer to the question "How do I motivate the employees?” Money is a motivational
factor for people, and the payment of the editors must be in the first line, well-balanced.
In accordance to Peter Drucker [7], human is very attracted to substantial rewards. Anti materialism is a
myth, no matter how long it takes to be discussed. In fact there have been so many discussions about the anti-
materialism idea, that the materialism negations can action as a motivating factor. Economical incentives become
more rights than rewards. There’s no doubt that we are living in a money motivated world; no relationships
between humans can replace the financial reward lack. If the reward is right, the good relationships would give
more enthusiasm to a team, motivating its' members to work harder. The insufficient financial rewards can't be
replaced by good human relationships. Self-motivation can work only for a while and it needs to be constantly
strengthened by rewards. Worth should steady be appreciated and rewarded, if we want to encourage and support
it. Right used, money can be a motivating factor, but there is need that the reward to be alterelated to
performance. The concept is a simple one, but the implantation is not easy. For it to be an efficient one, the
reward needs to be made for every single person, but only as a part of whole person compensation concepts.
It is essential to develop a unitary program in which every compensatory pack to be individualized [8]. It
is also needed of a constantly research of new ideas from this point of view. Also essential for the efficacy of a
media institution are the following: a reliable payment, like a basic structure to an established day, some basic
instruments for the established tasks fulfillment) and flexibility in application. The five basic elements [9] of
reward are: payment, short time incentives, long time incentives, money benefits, no matter how much they are.
The financial incentives' plan must be conceived [10] not only to reward the performance, but to minimalise the
additional effects, like conflicts and claims. Sometimes is hard to realize the able-bodied, fair and acceptable
ways to reach performance. Most of the plans fail because they do not fit to the particular situation, or because of
the wrong implantation. It is to be noticed the following aspects, before starting a payment plan to motivate
performance: individual employee performances, the payment's amount for high performance, individual
performance motivation methods, submission. For a supporting and an efficient motivation, reward should be a
prompt and an immediate one. Reward could work as an accelerator for the batterer of the performance and the
productivity batterer; but only that is not enough, and, anyway, it is not a substitute for a good management. It’s
rather a part of it!
For a reward to be efficient, it must be generous and substantial, so they must be organized for getting a
suitable well-balance of the editors' motivation to the aim and for their optimal effort [11]. There is a typical and
still large list of factors which determine the editors' activity: work place, physical characteristics, mental
characteristics, the responsibilities' extension, instruction and experience. Like an indicator of the performance is
also used worth. Every employee is qualified as: excellent, good, usual, or insufficient, through the following
capacities: communication, antihuman relationships (including the adaptation to the editorial staff), intelligence,
judgment and knowledge [12].
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2.1. Arges County local media – case study
Nowadays, the Arges journalist's migration's reasons are represented by: small payments and its' delay, the
lack of technique support for activity's progress, conflicts between colleagues or with the superiors, the
expression and creation's freedom cut off, protection's lack in trials' cases, sexual abuse, not being respected the
author's rights of the journalists, the incompatibility with the editorial policy, the exhausting schedule, the
obligation to find a publicity costumer, the wish of being promoted. Furthermore, most of the journalists from
Arges's media face the activity progress with a lack of technical support. The main lack is the transport. There are
events which need urgent transport to the event's place, and the journalists are very often put in the situation to
find on their own the official trip to that event, even if it takes place outside the city.
The cameras’ and the voice recorders’ lack it’s a big problem, because they are really necessary in the
information’s gathering process. Furthermore, the spontaneity and incrutability of the reality where a journalist
activates ask for being very careful and to perfectly memorize to carry to the public the mot exact information.
Also the lack of computers where the information should be gathered and the internet access cumbers the
journalists’ activity. It is known that the journalist job also implies the permanent time fight, and these lacks
definitely dilate the researches’ and the information’s arrangement period of time. The one mobile phone’s
necessity can’t be put under the question. The editorial staff must endow the employees’ with mobile phones as
the journalist can be easier contacted by the sources in an emergency case and for announcing an event. Very
often, in a media institution there are antagonisms based on envy, institution’s, subject’s, of the cameraman’s, or
of the transportation ways’ “larceny”. There are situations in which the journalists find themselves financially
aggrieved or under-privileged related to other coleagues which are better rewarded by their bosses. Journalists
have, very often, big conflicts with their coleagues. The coleague’s intervention in an article, a designed
mistake’s creep into an article or the deleting of some important paragraphs after the article’s making up delivery
and its’ apresion in front of the sources and of the mains of institutions are hard punished, leading even to the
malign’s ablation.
The principals’ attitude is an important element in the newspaers’ image that he leads, but also from the
information’s security point of view. One of the reasons because of the journalists whish for a workplace’s
chance is the leading’s assertion to bring advertising costumers. In this situation the profession is deformed,
because it will be need to write only good things and loosing the obiectivity, the proffession’s aim, and the
readers’ trust.
Very often, the financial department’s intercedes in that publication harms the media institution itself and
afterwards to the editorialist’s credibility. The argument is sustained also by the freedoms’ inclosure by the
economical departament, in implying the financial departament must be completly forbidden by law because
changes the informative content and proffessional equity. A well payed job’s achievement and of one which gets
all of a journalit’s aspiration, makes him taking farward steps to success.
Step by step he bandies through lot of editorial staffs searching for a better workplace, trying to promote and
get experience. In local media, these proffesional resiliences are frequent. There are famous journalists who left
local media, getting to national media, like Dana Grecu, who, until 2004, worked for Antena1 Pitesti, and now
she is a linkwoman at Antena3 Bucuresti; Christian Sabbagh was an investigation editorialist at Argesul until
2002, now he is a linkman at Kanal D, Mihaela Mangeac worked for TVS and Antena1 Pitesti , until 2004, and
now she is a reporter for Realitatea TV, Andreea Marinescu worked for PRO TV Pitesti until 2004, and now she
is a reporter for PRO TV Bucuresti.
These are only the seen part of the Arges’s media who stepped in proffessional plan to national level. There
are many cases in which journalists from Arges got behind the cameras or under a radio voice or in front of
building mixers. There is not any efficient scheme for all the media institutions! Every single case must be well
studied and must be shaped one fitting scheme for the speciffic situation. The hystory and the culture of the
oragnisation is very important also. Everything is totally different, and without an active participation of all of the
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interested ones, it made to be wasted. It might be good not to be suddenly inserted drastic changes. The sistem
needs to be articulate and after sinceare and compleete discussions with all the interested editors; must be tried at
a minimal and cultivated scale in the experience’s light won this way.
Conclusions
These are only the perceptible part of the journalists from Arges County mass media which promote up to
national level. There are many cases in that many journalists are working with photo camera or camera, under a
radio station voice or at montage. There is not an efficient diagram for all media institution! Every case must be
profound studied and accomplished for each situation. Also is important the history and the culture of the
organization. It should be good to not introduce drastic changes at once. The system must be formulated correctly
and after complete and sincerely discussions with all the editors interested must be tried at a mini scale with
subtlety.
Money is for certain a relevant factor for the media employees, an even the major one. The success of some
magazines, radio and TV stations is from a little point of view a result of some like incentives. The incentives
improve the productivity, what become perceptible, and one part of the profit should be redistributed toward the
labor force responsible for its production.
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